
Whether you’re cleaning up the orchard 
�oor to prepare for harvesting or clearing 
a �eld prior to planting, a savage rake will 
help you get the job done faster. Savage’s 
rugged, durable rakes were built for work 
in the demanding nut orchard environ-

ment, but they’re equally valuable in a wide 
variety of applications. �ey are great for 
cleaning up after a storm or for just about 
any season of agricultural maintenance. 
You’ll enjoy complete control of the rake 
from your tractor seat.
You can see them in action on our website or 
on our YouTube channel: 
youtube.com/savageequipmentinc.

Savage Rakes
Keep the orchard clean!

SAVAGE
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www.savageequipment.com



Well managed, clean orchards are better at 
fending o� insects and other pests and make your 
other orchard tasks that much easier. A Savage rake 
may be just what is needed to help you get there. 
With two sizes to choose from, one is certain to be 
well suited to your needs. Our rakes allow you to 
adjust tine height and the angle of pitch with con-
trols at the tractor seat.

Savage rakes keep the orchard floor clean 
season after season.

Savage Rake Features:
○ Simple and quick tractor mounting
○ Tractor-seat controls for tine height 

and pitch 
○ Simple and quick tine replacement
○ Easy-folding hinge for convenient transport 

and storage (on 18’ rake)
○ Heavy duty tubular steel frame for many 

seasons of rugged use

Savage Rakes

SAVAGE

All Savage rakes feature hydraulically controlled 
tines enabling the operator to adjust for the terrain 
and type of debris. Tines are very simple to replace 
and can be replaced individually as needed.

Savage’s folding rakes make storage and 
transportation much easier.
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Model 
Number 

Rake 
Width 

Folded 
Width 

Height 
Extended/Folded 

Length 

7210 10’ N/A 37” 156” 
7218 18’ 10’ 37”/45” 156” 

 


